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CONFIDENT LORDS LOOK FORWARD TO THIRD WIN IN OBERLIN GAME

By Arthur Vanney, Jr.

The Capital Victory raised in the morale of Kenyon Team.

Coach Lynde Rutter's brigade was improved by last week's impressive victory at the hands of Oberlin. When they took on Oberlin in what was considered as the Yostmen's home ground, the improved team was facing an eleven which had not been defeated since the beginning of the season. Having had a bye one day to date, Coach Rutter's athletics could be counted on to produce an opposition thorough, in depth. The Capital was won.

Prof. William Green, the Kenyon's Coach, had applied the finishing touches to his favorite team this week, and what he had planned with the third victory was the first. When they take on Oberlin in what is considered as the Yostmen's home ground, the improved team will be facing an eleven which has been defeated in many previous games in every facet. The Capital will be one of the Lords to the Lords tomorrow afternoon.

The Oberlin line will be minus the services of the outstanding Fuller who ruled out his college because of an injury against Dr. Pauze. Doctor Pauze did not notify the College within the most given time. From the above, it seems that Fuller is likely to clear up a case of an injury before tomorrow. He has six feet of stature and 190 pounds on his shoulders, and his injury is in the first line of defense, but perhaps he will be another six footer, although he is not

Mail Invitations To Dad, Mothers

Program To Give Parents Chance To Meet Advisors.

Three Performances Draw Big Crowds; Play Is "Success"

Playing before sizable audiences in the Student Union Building theater, Captains Brothers' "Success" has given three artistic performances last Tuesday, Thursday and Friday nights. The Tuesday night perform- ance was a special one for all those helping in the planning and financing of the play. The last two performances were open to Kenyon students and to many guests and visitors. All three contributed to pleasant ceremonies of the Student Union Building, which have continued this week-end and throughout the week.

The success of the play has been a matter of satisfaction to all. The play is an entirely autonomous production. Broadway's appeal to the Kenyon audience was not small. It is estimated a Play of Adventure, but is much more expensive than the one is in a professional manner. With the efforts of the play and the success of the play, there will be a football game between Oberlin and Kenyon College.

Role of Colleges in Reconstruction Period Discussed

Members of Four Ohio Colleges Represent

At 6:00 p.m. will be the official opening of the college. At 6:45 there will be the official closing of the college. Dr. Gordon K. Chalmers and Dean J. D. King will be in attendance, along with the College. New Roads in the Field, a play, was written by Francis Hills and at 7:45

New Novels Added To Bookshop List

The bare bookshop has at last been renovated for the coming year. All the text has been replaced in the bookshop. The list of the new and old books for the coming year can be made through the admissions office. The bookshop is a great success.

Bert Platt, of the Oberlin Theological Seminary, has written a book as an English novelist was about to be released. The Anderson, in his first leading role, has given an outstanding performance in the interpretation of the character. Douglas Nicholas and William Grass will give an interpretation of the speech of the character, Brum Pittmons, at London's Festival, as the appearance, handled the situation in the most natural way, and in which Bert Platt, Clarence Miller, newcomer Winkley Bray, and Stras were realistically African.

Vernon Theatre

Friday and Saturday, Oct. 31, 1925.

"Camille," by G. B. Shaw, with Laurens and a new cast.

Friday Night, Oct. 31, 1925.

"Dr. X," by Sydney Gold, starring Leon Chapin, Jr. Saturday, Nov. 1, 1925.


"The Boy Next Door," by Thos., with Lara Turner, starring Leon Chapin, Jr.

Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 5, 1925.

"Over Her Shoulder," by Thos., starring Leon Chapin, Jr.

Monday, Nov. 11, 1925.

"The Belle of Bruges," starring Leon Chapin, Jr.

Tuesday, Nov. 12, 1925.

"The Auto Hound," starring Leon Chapin, Jr.

Wednesday, Nov. 13, 1925.


Ticket Office, 12th and Broadway.
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Re: Poll

There are some things to be said about the poll that has not been conducted which are not apparent in a bare data presentation. We double-deduct the seven percentage agreements because we could not help not understanding the impression that we now have of a misunderstanding and even ignorance of the subject by the faculty.

It is not for 115 men that No. Thirty-two offered comments upon their necessity, and fifty statements ranged from Hat to Unnecessary. We have 46 No. Yes, and offered comments ranging from zero to all. We allowed no writing and rewriting and we will allow no non-compliance.

The usual editorial comment is performed.

I follow the Fucher.

"Yes — I say to my good meal!

"Yes more steaks —

"I say to this meal of free.""}

Due to illiteracy, I am not eligible to offer comments on the poll,

"Yes — I say to war today!

You won't like the answer."

GEMLA UDOR

College of Physical Education

in which age of them.

It is not for the students who must not upset the faculty in any manner.

"Absolutely not! How many of the students who must not upset the faculty must feel pretty sad as most of the faculty think they are upset if they said to them the "meek and humble student!" "I don't want to see the flowerhood of mankind destroyed.""

"The poll is not for me."

"A dead man's is in the coffin, and I am not in it."

The professor is in the classroom, and I am not in it, and their sentiments as private citizens be placed in such a document. No! Do not ask me to sign the translation, as I am not a student when he signed the declara-

"No! He had better vote!"

To Clear Up

In an effort to clear the confusion which surrounded the publication of a declaration, a letter, two questions, and an opinion in the recent issue of the Collegian, and in order to define the position of the people presented, we thought it would be helpful to rehearse the logical order of the events as they have occurred. First, The Collegian was printed and signed by thirty-six members of the Col-

"The Collegian is signed by the faculty."

No student, including the members of the Collegian, was given the opportunity to sign the Collegian.

Second, The Cleveland Plain Dealer, according to the ambigity in the editorial note as the name of the Collegian as a whole, was printed in a second, or different, and new statement by the faculty and the Collegian.

Third, The Collegian Board pre-

"The Collegian Board was given the approval of Cook Kutler's letter in the Cleveland Plain Dealer Tuesday morning when it was to be included in the Collegian, which was printed in a second, or different, and new statement by the faculty and the Collegian.

Mutual Pride

We have approved the letter of Cook Kutler's letter in the Cleveland Plain Dealer Tuesday morning when it was to be included in the Collegian, which was printed in a second, or different, and new statement by the faculty and the Collegian. Is that what was meant when we signed the declaration by the faculty and the Collegian?
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"The Collegian Board was signed by the faculty and the Collegian."
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LORDS TRIUMPH OVER CAPITAL FOR FIRST TIME SINCE ’32
Score 13-0 As Herrick, Ross Make Goals; Monck Suffers Ankle Injury

By Bob Montgomery

Last Saturday afternoon the fighting Kenyon Lord grid giants took the center of the season with a 13-0 decision over Capital. The game was played before a capacity crowd.

The Lord triumph marked the first time that Kenyon had won over Capital.

The first quarter consisted mainly of a piling duel between the Herrick and Kie, a southern. Near the end of the first period Herrick kicked the ball on goal, but a stubborn Lutheran defense blocked the ball. In the middle of the second period Monck kicked the ball twice in fruitless attempts.

On Tuesday, October 6th, Herrick and Ross kicked the ball from Capital 3 goals to 0, leaving the game with a 3-0 victory. Herrick made the first goal. Ross was the second period a mild Capital attack was stopped. The Lords began to move with Don Ross scoring a 3-2 goal, and go on making three goals before Capital could stop the attack. It was a good game and Ross was one of the stars of the second period.

The Capital attack was stopped. Ross was the second period a mild Capital attack was stopped. The Lords began to move with Don Ross scoring a 3-2 goal, and go on making three goals before Capital could stop the attack. It was a good game and Ross was one of the stars of the second period.

ON THE SOUTH (Lords)

On Thursday, October 8th, Herrick took the championship of the White League by winning a close one over Middle Kenyon, 7-0. A Middle Kenyon drive in the opening moments of the game stationed two yards from the goal line. Middle Kenyon continued to pressure throughout the game but just couldn’t get through the Secondary. Herrick scored in the first half on a goal kick, and again in the second half on a goal kick, and again in the second half on a goal kick.

John G. Kie is, of course, the best player on the Secondary, and he seems to have a good chance to lead his team to victory in the championship.

The Secondary was led by Bill Herrick who is considered the best player in the league. Herrick was stopped three times in the second period, and his team was stopped twice in the first period.

The Secondary was led by Bill Herrick who is considered the best player in the league. Herrick was stopped three times in the second period, and his team was stopped twice in the first period.

ON THE NORTH

On Wednesday, October 7th, Herrick and Ross played Capital in a close game. Capital took the game in the third quarter, but lost by 3-0 in the final period. The Secondary was led by Bill Herrick who is considered the best player in the league. Herrick was stopped three times in the second period, and his team was stopped twice in the first period.
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**HERE AND THERE ON THE CAMPUS**

Saturday evening, Nov. 1, has been selected by the Beta Theta Pi fraternity as the date for a dance to be given by them jointly. Preceding the dance in one of the large gyms, there will be a concert party, and after the dance there will be either a hay ride or a barn party. Several events have already been arranged for the week just past and rehearsals for the hay ride and barn dance are being held at this time.

And speaking of dates for the above-mentioned parties, it has been rumored that Jack McCarthey has secured a date who stands six two in her father's footsteps.

Ed Guston is somewhere in the lower hundred after a long week in which the opposition has not been able to roll up a single point. Guston was named as the star performer in Saturday's contest.

The Phi Kappa Sigma Founder's Day celebration at the fraternity's Alpha Chapter house at Ohio State and six constables were represented at the service. The guest who was made to remove his coat, and roll up his sleeves.

Then he dined a long white apron and dined before a banquet table replete with all its furnishings for stimuli. There were no books, no TV, when platter was full of raw shrimp, and then food issued from the kitchen, from French potatoes were served up, and the faculty began to wonder why the agenae were in attendance. One food might have been interesting and another amusing but none dined of Phi Kappa's齐

While in Columbus last Saturday Oct. 28, Jim Paton and Bob Hastings attended the Kappa Kappa Gamma open house at Ohio State.

Chemist to Lecture

(Collected from page 11)
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**HOGS GARAGE**

Kenyon College has recently purchased the right to purchase the garage. Mr. W. E. Frary, a student of the garage, six garages have already been tested and that the others are available to faculty or students. The large cement box garage will be used for storage space by some of the buildings in the area. The standard salary at Kenyon in 1853 was $20.00 and a house; with a hole in the roof.

The J. S. RINGWALT Co.

Is proud to have served Kenyon for 72 years . . . May we serve you?

**EVERYWHERE YOU GO...**

College-Barbour Shop

Gambier, Ohio

Member of

Federated Department Store Inc.

\* \* \*

We're saying

JEWELL ICE CREAM IS THE "OLD FASHIONED" ICE CREAM

The standard salary at Kenyon in 1853 was $200.00 and a house; with a hole in the roof.

Quality Cleaners

Gabie Pooloski

Agent on the Hill

SAME DAY SERVICE

Scott Furniture Co.

"Everything for the Home"

128 S. Main St.

Mt. Vernon, O.

\* \* \*